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COMMUNION
You don't shake hands with
The Author of the Script when
You pass the silly trays
Eating lunch
Eating love
Eating Him
Who exhales and builds the cosmos
where trays are passed
one to another who are
koining the words
of a guppy love ...

I

/
How to pass the 1'ays without fading out
is the godly taskThe Herculenaen task
The Promethean effort
The Trickster episode the child-like task of
JESUS!
Someone spilled a tray.
-Bill

Jenkins

Bill Jenkins is a graduate student at the University of Tulsa, studying
Modern letters.
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For Whom Does The Bell Toll?
Just a few days prior to this writing, Jerry Falwell
returned from a five-day "fact finding" mission
armed with "The True Story" about South Africa.
Among his findings were these gems: Bishop Desmond Tutu is a "phony." He had found not a
single South African black who approved of sanctions. President Botha just needed time without
interference to carry out the reforms that will
create a "general happiness" in his country.
Within two weeks of Falwell's trip President
Reagan had imposed mild sanctions on South
Africa. I do not wish to discuss the sanctions per
se, for there is much honest disagreement on what
action would be most helpful; and Falwell's trip is
hardly worth discussing. What lies behind the
activities of both men however, seems highly
significant.
One of Moral Majority's vice
presidents revealed that South African business
leaders paid a part of the cost for Falwell's trip and
the rest was funded by private American donors.
One reporter commented on the seeming urgency
to get Falwell in and out of the country quickly.
"Why the hurry?" "Because of the vote on sanctions coming up."
The headlines in the local newspaper read,
"Reagan Moves to Cut Political losses." According to Peter A. Brown, "President Reagan imposed
sanctions on South Africa to cut his political losses,
head off stronger action, and avoid a fight with
Congress." The President changed courses not for
courageous and noble reasons but to salvage a
modicum of control and give the appearance of
trying to influence the situation in South Africa.
Admitting the complexities of world affairs, I am
nevertheless compelled to wonder if any world
leaders make decisions because they are right;
because they uphold freedom and dignity and
righteousness; because they are designed to
alleviate human suffering. Do they all have so few
principles and convictions? Compromise on issues
is the art of politics, but compromise on principles
of justice and humanitarianism are reprehensible
and ultimately demand far more than a pound of
flesh.
The fate of millions hangs in the balance while
business men protect their interests hiding behind
ministerial cloaks; and the President of the United
States ("the home of the free") makes grudging
concessions of decency and a shallow show of
good will to cut his political losses.
When the blacks in South Africa (or people in
whatever country) are denied personhood, are
shifted off to the ghettos or homelands (which are
no homes at all), are forbidden basic freedoms,
then there is no freedom for those who impose
such stringent straightjackets. Even we in the
United States, who walk so proudly beneath the
benevolent torch of the Statue of liberty, diminish
our own freedom, for when the bell tolls day after
day for the disenfranchised and the dying, it also
tolls for us.
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MI SSIO N JOU RNA L

ver th e co urse of th e last decade Dr . Jo hn

0 R.W. Stott has emerged as a signif icant leader
in evangelical circles t hro ugh his mini stry at A ll Souls
THE CHURCH
IN THE
MODE RN WORLD
An Interview With
John R. W. Stott
By
DAVID A. SAMPSON

Chur ch in London , thr ough his pro lifi c writin gs and
lectur e to urs throu ghout th e w o rld , and throu gh hi s
found ati o n of th e Lo ndon Institut e of Cont empo rary
Chri sti an Studi es.
Dr . Stott w as Recto r of A ll Soul s Chur ch, Langham
Place, Lo ndo n fo r twe nty-five years fr o m 1950- 1975,
wh ere he laid th e fo und ati o n for wh at is today o ne
of th e largest evangelical chur ches in England. Since
1975 he has served as Rector Emeritus of A ll Souls,
w here he regularly presents sermon series.
Perhaps in thi s co untry Dr . Stott 's influ ence has
largely been felt thr ough his num ero us wr itin gs. Hi s
boo ks includ e basic do ctrin al studi es such as Basic
Chri stianit y and Bapti sm and Fulln ess: Th e W o rk o f
the H o ly Spirit Tod ay. Hi s bibli cal studi es are noted
fo r being th o rou gh, scho larly, lif e-related expositi o ns of Scriptur e and includ e w o rks o n th e
Sermo n o n th e M o unt -C hri stian Co un ter-Cul t ur e;
Ro mans, 5-8 - M en M ad e N ew ; Ephesians-Go d 's
N ew Society; and Galati ans-O nly O n e Way.
In recent boo ks Stott has argued fo rcefully th at th e
chu rch should not po larize its missio n into a d ichotomy betw een evangelism and social acti o n. Thi s is
reflected on a t heo logical level in his boo k Chri sti an
Mi ssio n in th e M od ern W o rld, and th e same co nclu sion is evident in his semin al boo k o n preachin g
entitl ed Betw een Tw o Wo rld s: The A rt o f Preac hin g
in th e Twe nti eth Centur y.

John R. W. Stott, Rector Emeritus
A ll Souls Church , London , England

In rece nt years thi s att empt to relate bibli cal truth
to th e modern w orld has led Dr . Stott to establi sh t he
Lo nd o n Institut e of Co ntemp o rary Chri sti an Studi es.
Each year he has edit ed th e addr esses of th e Lo ndo n
Lectur es in boo k fo rm in an att emp t to allow
Chri stian prin ciples to help Chri sti ans t hink t hro ugh
mode rn prob lems.
In his most recent book, Issues Facin g Chri stians
Today, Stott expresses his enco uragement t hat t he
wor ldwide evange lical movement has recovered its
temporarily mislaid socia l co nscience. Evangelicals
now realize that God has given his peop le social as
wel l as evange listic responsibi lit ies in the wor ld . Yet,
fifty years of neglecting half of God's mandate has
put evange licals far behind in thinking in th is area;
and he sees this book as his co ntrib ution to t he
catch ing-up process.
This wr iter was able to spend a cons iderable
period of time with Dr . Stott in Apri l and May of
1985 w hil e atte nd ing "T he Churc h in t he Modern
Wor ld" confe rence at the London Institute. I found
Dr. Stott to be a very grac io us, humb le man who
David A. Sampson, Minister for the Park Row Church of Christ, Arlington,
Texas, is a graduate of David Lipscomb Co llege (B.A.) a nd New Or lea ns
Baptist Theological Seminary (M.Div.).
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genuinely has no exaggerated sense of his influence
or place of leadership among evangelicals. He is a
very compassionate man who has the unique ability
immediately to put one at ease in a conversation.
His apartment in the Rectory of All Souls Church is
lined with books, not only of theology but of birds as
well. Stott is an avid ornithologist, and during his
world travels attempts to see and photograph native
species.
Dr. Stott celebrated his 64th birthday during my
visit and plans to retire as Di rector of the London Institute in the spring of 1986, when he turns 65, in
order to devote full time to his writing projects. He
serves as the New Testament editor of Inter Varsity
Press's The Bible Speaks Today commentary series,
and he plans to write commentaries on Acts and
Romans.
The following interview took place at the London
Institute in April 1985.
SAMPSON: Would you begin by telling us about
the origin of the London Institute. How far back
does the planning for the Institute go?
STOTT: The Institute is three years old, but the
planning began about five years ago. In fact, the
seeds of it might very well have been even longer in
the minds of the two or three who were associated
with me in the beginning. One of the most formative
influences in my own experience was going to the
Summer School of Regent College, Vancouver,
which was founded about fifteen years ago and
whose purpose is to help students develop an integrated world view. I've been, I think, three or even
four times to their summer school. I then began
dreaming dreams of something similar in Britain;
and Dr. Jim Houston, the first principal of Regent
College, who was a close friend of mine, suggested
one day that I should think of starting something
similar in London. That seemed to be a word from
the Lord to me. Os Guinnes and Andrew Kirk were
two of the men who were in the very early discussions, and they shared the same vision.
SAMPSON: Could you expand on the theological
roots of this effort. I guess in a way it is a logical
result of your many years of ministry in a large, contemporary, modern city; but what are some of the
theological roots or foundations of the Institute?
STOTT: I think, if I may answer your question personally, I would say that up until fifteen years ago I
was a very traditional, even biblical, evangelical
Christian, with a great love for the Scriptures and an
understanding that the preacher's task was simply to open the Scriptures and expound thern and
then leave to the Holy Spirit the task of
relating these biblical principles to the modern
world. Gradually I came to see that that is a cop-out,
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and we can't leave the Holy Spirit to do the application. We are required in our preaching to relate
the ancient words to the modern world; and in my
book on preaching called Between Two Worldsthat you may know in America-I see the Christian
communicator's
task, the preacher's task, as
building a bridge between the biblical world and the
modern world. Now, that's a fairly recent development for me in the last fifteen years or so, and I think
I can say that the London Institute is a logical climax
to that thinking. The theological root I think would
be the Incarnation. Evangelicals tend to have a good
doctrine of the Atonement, but not such a good doctrine of the Incarnation. But when one sees the
implications that the second person of the Trinity
actually took humanity to Himself and entered into
our world in order to communicate with us and save
us and then says to us, "As the father has sent me
into the world, so I send you into the world"-He's
laying upon us the responsibility to enter into other
peoples' worlds, the fallen world and the world of
their pain and alienation. All of that is involved in
communicating the biblical message to the modern
world, and incarnation is necessary.
SAMPSON: Do you think there is a real temptation
for the church to live too much in the past, to be an
antiquarian or a museum society?
STOTT: Well, let me put it like this: there is an
equal danger of "existentializi ng" -which
is the
other extreme. If God's will is that we relate the ancient world to the modern world, we can oscillate in
either direction. The evangelical tendency is, I
agree, to live in the past and to be guilty of antiquarianism that is unrelated to the present. The
temptation of the liberal is toward existentialism and
to live in the present that is unrelated to the past.
What we need to do is hold the two poles in tension,
to be faithful to the word of God but really sensitively relevant to the modern world. Very few
people are trying to do it, let alone succeeding.
SAMPSON: Do you have any idea, roughly, how
many people have participated in the seminars at
the London Institute sinee its opening three years
ago?
STOTT: I'm not statistically minded; but the dean
is and he told me 3,000 students.
SAMPSON: Obviously there are a large number of
and quite a cosmopolitan group of people studying
here-I think the dean said six continents last fall.
What vision do you have for the Institute in its relationship to the church throughout the world?
STOTT: Well, let me say first that this concept of
relating the ancient world to the modern world is an
idea whose time has come. Many people are
thinking about this in different parts of the world, so
we are by no means unique. I mentioned Regents

_ _ ___

College, Vancouver. There is New College, Berkley.
There is the C.S. Lewis Institute in Washington.
There is the Christian Studies Center in Charlottesville. And then there are groups like the Zadok
Center in Cambra in Australia, and something is just
beginning in South Africa. So there are different institutes, and even in this country there are schools of
Christian studies that are arising in different areas.
So, what is our hope here? Our hope, I think is to be
a catalyst and to encourage other people to start
similar institutes and schools in different parts of the
world.
SAMPSON: Some of the brochures that I have
seen from the Institute speak of the mission of the
Institute as "to relate biblical truth to contemporary
society"; and you yourself have said and written that
the raison d'etre of the Institute is "to help people
develop a biblical perspective on the complexities of
the modern world." I'd like to pursue that statement,
especially the first part relating to biblical truth. In
the Southern Baptist Convention, the Protestant
denomination in America with probably the greatest
evangelical tradition , there seems to be a great lack
of concensus on what is meant by an affirmation that
God's word is inspired and authoritative. Moreover,
in the public form of the secular media, there are
prominent Baptist theologians and ministers saying
that it really isn't important for the church to even
ask such questions, that disagreement over those
kinds of issues should just be glossed over. It's interesting to note that giving for missions by Baptist
churches has seriously decreased over the last two
years, and the number of baptisms is down as well.
I'm wondering if you see any kind of relationship
between this doctrinal ambiguity and decreased
mission activity? How can the church seek to relate
biblical truth to contemporary reality when the
church itself seems to be having difficulty arriving at
a concensus on what the authority of the Bible as
God's word is?
STOTT: Well, now there are two questions, aren't
there, in that? The first is the question of biblical
truth and how we define inspiration and authority;
and the second is how we increase our consensus in
relating the biblical truth to the contemporary
society. Those are two separate questions, but
they're both concerned with our desire for a
growing consensus among evangelical Christians.
Am I right?
SAMPSON: Right.
STOTT: Well, the London Institute has a very
strong, very high view of Scripture. We would
commit ourselves to the phrase of the Lausanne
Covenant in paragraph 2 that "the Bible is without
error in all that it affirms." We think that clause "in
all that it affirms" is an important addition. Simply to
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say that the Bible is inerrant may be misleading
because there are things contained in the Bible that
are not affirmed by the Bible. The book of Job is
probably the best example of that. There are many
things that the comforters of Job say which are included in order to be contradicted and not to be affirmed; therefore a hermeneutical task is laid upon
us in interpreting and understanding what the Bible
is affirming. What does it affirm in Genesis 1, 2, and
3? Is it affirming that the world, that the universe,
was made in six days or not? So we have to argue
about the hermeneutical question. But when we are
clear what it is affirming, we must say, that is the
word of God which is true; and if it is true, it is
without error. Or we have to continue the debate,
hoping and praying and thinking, struggling towards
a greater concensus within the evangelical community.
SAMPSON: Do you think some try to define the
mechanics of inspiration too narrowly or too
specifically? Can we be that specific in defining exactly how God inspired the Bible?
STOTT: No, I don't think we can, because
Hebrews 1: 1 says that God spoke to the prophets in
many ways and in many parts. Inspiration is not a
simple process. God inspired the biblical authors in
a number of different ways. Let me state the principle first. We are very keen to affirm here--and that
is part of our evangelical heritage at the Institutethat the Bible is the Word of God through the
words of men; and we don't want to emphasize the
divine origin of the Word of God at the expense of
its real humanness. The example that seems to me to
be the most meaningful is that a great deal of Scripture is history, both in the Pentateuch and in the
books of Kings and Chronicles and Samuel, and of
course the Gospels and the Acts. And although I
believe that it is true history, an accurate history,
nevertheless the presence of inspiration did not exclude historical research. Luke tells us, of course, at
the beginning of his Gospel of his painstaking
historical investigation; so there is one way in which
inspiration was working through historical investigation.
SAMPSON: Do you believe that there is a need in
our churches for more emphasis on basic Christian
affirmation of faith; or perhaps we could state it this
way: Is there a need for the church to be reconfirmed in the basic matters of faith before we can go
out into the world and relate this biblical message?
STOTT: We can't stop evangelizing until we agree
more, but it is greatly desirable that we should have
greater commonality on belief. I think it would be
wonderful if we could reach such an agreement to
supplement even the Apostles' Creed. The Apostles'
Creed is excellent as far as it goes; but it says
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nothing, for example, about the atonement. It just
says that He suffered under Pontius Pilate and says
nothing more about the death of Jesus. The
Apostles' Creed is an inadequate basis of faith. So it
would be good to expand it as the Nicean Creed expanded the Apostles' Creed and speak to issues
today about the nature of God and exactly what we
mean by the Resurrection and the Virgin Birth. We
can always use fresh articles of faith. Even the
Reformation confessions, wonderful as they are,
don't speak to all modern issues.
SAMPSON: I think that at least in the States there is
a great concern among the evangelical community
that a rather significant segment of the Christian witness is seeking to remove the folly of Christ in our
presentation to the world-in
the name of a
"relevant" message. Do you think that's indicative
of the fact that the twentieth-century
church has
been subtly but profoundly influenced by a fundamental shift in the world view of the West: away
from one that is basically theocentric to one that is
materialistic and relativistic? Is there a chance that
the church has been influenced by that shift in world
view without consciously realizing it?
STOTT: I think the church is always in danger of
reflecting-well,
first assimilating and then reflecting
-too much the spirit of the age; and if by the church
you mean the nominal church, the visible church,
throughout the world, I'm quite sure that the
greatest failure of the church throughout the world
in every generation has been to be what it is forbidden to be, that is, conformist. It conforms to the
prevailing fashions, both in concepts and in morals,
and in lifestyle and values and ideals, instead of
being distinct as it is called to be.
SAMPSON: We know we live in a post-Christian
society. Do we in fact live in a post-Christian church?
I think there is a concern in a large segment of the
church that in our attempt to be relevant to the
world we are tempted to remove the scandal of the
Cross.
STOTT: Certainly, but we must attempt to remove
whatever there is of the scandal of the cross that is
not genuinely part of that scandal. Some of what
makes the Gospel a stumbling block to the world is
not intrinsic in the Gospel, but in us who present the
Gospel and in our interpretation of the Gospel.
SAMPSON: Shifting emphasis a bit, given the fact
that there is biblical truth which a sizable segment of
the Church is willing to affirm, how or where does
one begin to do this in a society that largely does not
share in common with the church a theocentric
world view? Where do we begin to relate that truth?
STOTT: Well, we have to do it at several levels.
We do have to do it at the intellectual level in
argument. There is a need that we should pray that
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God will raise up a whole new generation of
Christian apologists who at the highest level will be
able to argue for a theocentric world view or for
theism, biblical theism. There is a need too for
people to write textbooks for schools so that this
vision of God will filter down into the textbooks for
younger people to read. That is at the highest level.
But we also need to realize, don't we, that people
are not moved to Christ only by intellectual conviction? And they are not kept away from Christ only by
intellectual problems; they have other problems.
SAMPSON: If the Incarnation is your model of
ministry, it seems as if that opens up many opportunities for us.
STOTT: It really does. That's the way we have to
go, and the other way we have to go is this: if only
the church itself were a living demonstration and
model of the Gospel that we proclaim, people
would be attracted. They would see Christ in us and
in the new community; and even in spite of the
cultural and intellectual barriers and blocks they
would be drawn to Christ.
SAMPSON: ls this a new, unique challenge for the
twentieth-century church, or have previous generations of Christians also faced the challenge of trying
to relate the Gospel to very different w<nld views?
STOTT: It's a perpetual challenge, isn't it? As
cultures and subcultures change, we have this constant need to keep struggling to present the Gospel
in a way that is really meaningful to every culture;
and of course this is the missionist's task. My conviction is that all evangelism is cross-culture in some
degree. We're familiar with Ralph Winters's El I E2,
E3; and that's a very helpful distinction. The culture
gap is wider and narrower in different situations; but
in all evangelism if the person we are seeking to
reach is a non-believer, there is a gulf, a cultural gulf,
to reach him or her.
SAMPSON: Let's explore briefly the second half of
that equation of relating biblical truth to contemporary society. Some Christians-and
I think
especially of Dr. Raymond Anderson, who is
professor of Theology at Fuller Theological Seminary
-has
raised serious concerns over the recent
plethora of what he calls "Adjectival Theologies."
By that he means Black theologies, Feminist
theologies, Liberation theologies, Peace theologies,
where movements write their conceptual basis for
existence
as revolutionary
manifestos
which
become the justification for their existence and a
tool to compel others to join. Is there a danger that
as the Church seeks to address contemporary reality
with its challenges that it will appropriate revelation
to a concrete situation in such a way that the immediate occasion becomes the authoritative text instead of the written word?

STOTT: There is a grave danger in this, and it's
something that we need to be constantly vigilant and
alert about. I don't think that should inhibit us from
seeking to relate the biblical message to the particular ethnic or cultural situation in which we find
ourselves. Again, the Incarnation lays this upon us.
But if we go beyond that which is an evangelistic
obligation, if we go beyond that to try to reconstruct
the Gospel for everybody in the light of our particular perception, then inevitably we are going to
falsify it.
SAMPSON: Is there an inevitable tension or
dichotomy the Church is faced with in choosing between evangelism and social concerns?
STOTT: Well, I don't think so. I can't see how any
follower of Jesus can say that when He so clearly
combines
words and works,
and not only
proclaimed the kingdom but gave a visible demonstration of it in his mighty works. And I think still we
must not only verbalize the gospel but visualize and
demonstrate it visibly so that people can see our
good works and glorify our Father in heaven. But it's
interesting in that verse in the Sermon on the Mount
that the way in which the light shines and people are
converted is apparently through seeing good works
and not just hearing good words or good news. So
there should not be the polarization that has existed
for some years in the church. It's a sterile, u nnecessary polarization.
SAMPSON: Given the fact then that we are called
to do both, how is the agenda set for relating the
Gospel to social concerns? Again, Professor Anderson has said that since all ministry is God's ministry
and since Chr·ist came to minister to God on behalf
of the world, then God sets the agenda for ministry
and not the world. Would you agree with Professor
Anderson's evaluation?
STOTT: I haven't read that so I'm hesitant to
comment, but I'm not too happy about that phrase. I
think I know what he's getting at, and of course the
agenda for the Church is primarily laid down by God
in revelation. Nevertheless, what is laid down in
revelation is that the Incarnation is the model for
mission; and that means entering into the world as it
is, which means that the world does have a share for
setting the agenda for the Church. The very agenda
that God has set the Church requires the Church to
allow the world to set the agenda for it, so they're
not isolated from one another. Now, naturally, we
have to say that our primary responsibility is to God.
The God of revelation has given us our task to do but
He has set the world as the arena within which we
are to witness and serve. And if we are sensitive as
Jesus was in his compassion for people in need, then
we are bound to respond sensitively and with equal
compassion to the concrete realities of the world in

which we are called to serve.
SAMPSON: Based on your years not only of study
and exposition of God's Word in a cosmopolitan
city, but your extensive travels throughout
the
world, what items do you think are most pressing on
the agenda the Church needs to address?
STOTT: Well, I imagine that world hunger is the
first thing on the agenda because we are serving a
Jesus who did himself constantly feed the hungry;
and I know He, at the same time, proclaimed Himself the bread of life who could satisfy spiritual
hunger; those are two kinds of hunger which surely
we should keep together. I long for more Christians
to get into macro-economics too and really address
the problems of world economy and north-south
economic inequality and questions of trade and aid
and development and how it is possible to seek a
more just basis on which world trade can be
developed
in such a way that Third World
developing countries have a much more just share
in the markets of the world. I long for Christian
economists really to grapple with that. It's no good
for people who know nothing about economics,
i.e., church leaders, pronouncing on these things.
SAMPSON: As the Church seeks to address these
issues, don't we face the danger of speaking out of
our fields of expertise?
STOTT: We must noi do it! I have always been
helped by the writings of William Temple, who I
think was the greatest Archbishop of Canterbury of
this century; and in his books, particularly perhaps
the one called Christianity and the Social Order, he
drew a clear and valid and valuable distinction between principles on one hand and policies or
procedures on the other. The task of church leaders
is to lay down moral, theological models and principles and maybe to go beyond that a little bit to
what are called middle axioms. But when you are
talking about policies, that is, political policies,
changing legislation, altering structures of society,
then church leaders are our of their depth. They
haven't had the political, economic education. They
ought, therefore, to lay down the principles clearly
and then let the politicians and the economists, who
are Chi-istians, work out the policies.
SAMPSON: Is that the principle you try to follow in
your book Issues Facing Christians Today?
STOTT: I say several times in that book that I have
no expertise in this particular area and other people
need to take it up. It's not for me. You see, so many
evangelicals in the past have been guilty of pontificating from positions of ignorance; and we
mustn't pontificate from positions of ignorance.
SAMPSON: You were Rector at All Souls for
twenty-five years. Based on all those years of
(continued on p. 24)
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The Challenge of the Gospel in Nicaragua*

A truly biblical church cannot be static: first, because Scripture itself must
constantly correct our own misunderstandings of the Word, and second,
because the Word must constantly speak to new circurnstances and
challenges.
By JOHN STAM
Last year I celebrated the 500th anniversary of
Martin Luther's birth with the evangelical community in revolutionary Nicaragua. I began to reflect
on the similarities between Luther's situation and
ours in the Nicaragua of today.
Five hundred years of medieval feudalism and the
religious order that legitimated it were disintegrating. A new world was being born. The sixteenth-century Reformers, in order to rediscover the
meaning of the gospel for their turbulent times, had
to peel off layer after layer of cultural accretions
superimposed on the Word of God, calling into
question the traditions of medieval Christendom.
Evangelicals in Nicaragua today face a similar
challenge. They too must ask what biblical commitment really means in a time of profound social
revolution. In order to be effective disciples of Christ
they must learn to let God be God-remembering
that Yahweh's transcendence may challenge the
very traditions and attitudes that have seemed most
paradigmatically religious.
My own experience in Nicaragua during the five
years since the overthrow of dictator Anastasio
Somoza has confirmed my fundamental conviction
that the gospel, if freed from cultural baggage, is exJohn Stam began his missionary-teaching career thirty years ago upon
completion of studies at Wheaton College and Graduate School (B.A. and
M.A.) and Fuller Theological Seminary (M. Div.). He earned a doctorate at
the University of Basel and did postdoctoral work at the University of
Tubingen. He currently alternates teaching at the Baptist Theological
Seminary of Nicaragua and the National University in Costa Rica.
*Reprinted with permission from International Bulletin, Vol. 9, No. 1,
January, 1985. Copyright © 1985 by Overseas Ministries Study Center.
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plosive with radical significance for the people of
Central America today. To discover the meaning of
evangelical obedience in this revolutionary context,
evangelicals are not called upon to become less
evangelical or less biblical in order to become supposedly more revolutionary. They must learn to be
immensely more biblical and more evangelical than
ever. I am convinced that Nicaraguan Christians are
leading the way in this truly revolutionary
breakthrough, at the "cutting-edge"
of theology
today.
Luther discovered, for sixteenth-century Europe,
that the gospel was not eternally locked into the
medieval, feudalistic structures that had shaped
culture and theology for half a millennium. In
modern Nicaragua thousands of Christians had to
discover, painfully, that the gospel was not inseparable from the United States-allied Somoza
dynasty that is now yesterday's nightmare. Too
many Nicaraguan evangelicals made the mistake of
believing that God would never let the Sandinistas
drive out a staunch anti-Communist "Christian" like
Anastasio Somoza. Now they know how wrong they
were.
The Reformers realized that a rediscovered gospel,
purged of all its medieval adornments and distortions, could live perfectly well in the emerging
society. Similarly, the Nicaraguan Christians now ask
why the gospel cannot live and witness and even
thrive within the highly original social and economic
experiment that is occuring in their land. Christianity
has already flourished under incredibly diverse

social and economic systems, and could presumably
do so in Sandinista Nicaragua.
Years ago Eternity magazine published a debate
that opened my mind and set me off on the long
search for an evangelical political ethics. The
question debated was, as I recall, "Does conservative theology necessarily imply conservative
politics?" I remember that the "Yes, it does" answer
corresponded to my own personal biases, but the
"No, it doesn't"
reply (written by a staunch
Calvinist) began to make more sense to me. Thirty
years of foreign-missionary service have now convinced me that my almost instinctive identification of
the gospel with capitalism and Western-style
democracy was anything but evangelical. In the
third world I have found this view untenable and
highly detrimental to Christian witness.
I believe it would help evangelicals today, needing
to take a perspective on Central America and
specifically on Nicaragua, to return to the essentials
of the Reformation heritage and rediscover their
significance. They are too numerous to be covered
in their entirety in this essay: we shall not touch, for
example, the universal priesthood of believers, or
the radically historical character of the Christian faith
(which J. Gresham Machen considered essential to
evangelical Christianity). Nor shall we consider the
unique contributions of the Radical Reformation, in
some ways more germane to today's Central
America. We shall limit ourselves to just three emphases of
the
Reformation,
which
could
revolutionize Central American evangelicals: (1)
Scripture alone, sofa scriptura, (2) grace alone, so/a
gratia, and (3) faith as obedience, fiducia/obedientia.

Scripture Alone, Sola Scriptura
During the Middle Ages, Scholastic tradition had
been practically equated with divine revelation and
elevated to an almost creedal status. Against this, the
Reformers insisted on so/a scriptura as a theological
criterion of radical criticality. This has been called
the Protestant principle: the insistence on Scripture
as the only authoritative revelation of God and his
will for humankind. Tradition and theological
systems are not on a par with Scripture, but rather,
must be judged by Scripture. Whatever fails to pass
the test-such as the sale of indulgences-must
go.
Hence, so/a scriptura is a radically iconoclastic
critical principle--in sixteenth-century Europe or in
twentieth-century Central America. This relentless
two-edged sword spares no fetish or shibboleth.
Today Latin American theologians insist on a
similar rule of critically called sospecha (roughly,
"suspicion" or questioning the seemingly obvious
with humility and honesty). Exegetical sospecha is

the courage to suspect that apparently self-evident
"readings"
of Scripture might,
in fact, be
"misreadings" -self-evident only because of their
hidden alignment with one's own ideological bias.
Hence this exegetical sospecha should also result in
theological "suspiciousness" (critical questioning of
theoretical
faith-systems)
and
ideological
"suspiciousness" (a keen scent for contraband
sociopolitical opinions and options that masquerade
as biblical and evangelical but are really ideological).

Nicaraguan Christians now ask why the
gospel cannot live and witness and even
thrive within the highly original social and
economic experiment that is occurring in
their land.
We must never tire of exposing our ideas to the
searchlight of the Scriptures. One Central American
pastor, on a crusade to expel colleagues with
political views less rightist than his own, expressed
quite bluntly that he was never going to get involved
in biblical arguments on the issue because
"everybody has a different opinion about what the
Bible means, and the debate would go on forever." I
answered that for precisely that reason we
desperately needed a serious exegetical dialogue.
Nicaragua, since the Sandinista triumph, has been
characterized by an honest and humble search
among evangelicals for the message of God's Word
to their new, revolutionary context. The Nicaraguan
church has become a theological laboratory, a hermeneutical communtiy. Almost from the first day, an
exciting exegetical and theological agenda started
evangelicals thinking. Churches that had put young
members under "discipline" for cooperating with
the insurrection against Somoza began to question
the criteria they had used. Many evangelicals began
to realize that the revolution was achieving concrete
goals in areas where Christians had been doing far
too little besides talking: literacy, housing, land
reform, education, health services, et cetera. And
added to the theological agenda were the themes of
justice, violence (Institutionalized, revoluntionary,
and counterrevolutionary),
social revolution, the
mission of the church, sectarianism, faith and
ideology, et cetera.
The theological debate among evangelicals has
been further stimulated by the divisions within the
Roman Catholic Church. The Managua curia, led by
Archbishop Obando y Bravo, and the conservative
newspaper La Prensa have restarted basically to a
pre-Vatican 11 theology of papacy, Mariology, and
hierarchical
authoritarianism
in their heavily
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ideological opposition to the Sandinista revolution.
Their authoritarian ideology is threatened by the
broad popular participation within the widespread
mass organizations. Much of their basic theology is
obviously incompatible with evangelical convictions, and their exegesis (as also that of Pope John
Paul ll's Central American homilies) is consistently
tendentious, not only against the revolution but
against the evangelical renewal of the Roman
Catholic Church itself.
Nicaragua's "Popular Church," or "Church of the
People," by contrast, reflects far more deeply the
processes of renewal in recent Catholicism. (This
undoubtedly
explains the strong support from
European theologians like Karl Rahner, Hans Kung,
J.B. Metz, and many other pioneers of contemporary Catholic renewal.) Exegetically, their ongoing
searchings are consistently more biblical than the
scholastic traditionalism of the curia, and La Prensa 's
theological establishment has definitely backed
away from the hopeful springtime of renewal for
which John XXII had prayed. The "Church of the
Poor" has boldly projected this revitalized faith into
the future of Nicaragua.
In the midst of this debate, as a complex social
revolution advances, Nicaraguan Protestants have
been driven relentlessly back to Cod's Word. In the
ideological tug-of-war between anti-Communism
(with all its echoes of the now dead dictator) and
anti-imperialism (all too justified by a long history of
interventions
and by the murderous,
psuedoChristian "contras" of recent years), Nicaraguan
evangelicals are patiently seeking a biblical perspective on their social revolution and its challenges.
A truly biblical church cannot be static: first
because Scripture itself must constantly correct our
own misunderstandings of the Word, and second,
because the Word must constantly speak to new circumstances and challenges. As an evangelical
"hermeneutical
community,"
Central American
Protestantism can well learn from the courageous
example of Nicaraguan Christians in their ongoing
pilgrimage with the Word, in the midst of an inevitable social upheaval in their impoverished
isthmus.
This accords with the Reformation link between
so/a scriptura
and the ecclesia reformala semper
reforrnanda (a reformed church in constant reformation).

Grace Alone, Sola Gratia
Martin Luther described the evangelical principle
of so/a gratia and its corollary of justification by faith
as the article by which the church stands or falls. In
the spirit of the great Heidelberg Catechism, the
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heart of evangelical theology is grace and the heart
of evangelical ethics is gratitude. Correspondingly,
the opposite of grace must be seen, on the one
hand, as justification
by works (Pelagianism,
legalism) and, on the other hand, as "cheap grace."
Evangelicals in Central America have every reason
to be than kfu I to God for the great tradition of which
they are heirs, but little reason to feel triurnphalistic
about their own evangelical clarity and fidelity
today. Evangelicals have been repeating all the
"saved-by-faith" formulas, but in general have tended to fall into unevangelical legalisms, which cast
serious doubts on the significance such formulas
might really have among them. In fact, evangelicals
tend to reflect all too faithfully the individualistic,
competitive,
success-oriented elements of their

In modem Nicaragua thousands of Christians had to discover, painfully, that the
gospel was not inseparable from the
United States-allied Somoza dynasty that is
now yesterday's nightmare.
society-and
even more so of North American
evangelicalism (which they also reflect in Central
America because of the missionary origin of their
Protestantism).
Trying to understand the gospel in the midst of
revolution, one can observe that precisely where
traditional "evangelicalism" has distorted the gospel
into this crass blend of legalism and cheap grace
seems to be the very point where evangelicalism has
been all too successfully adapted to the individualistic success--oriented culture from which it
was brought to Central America by the missionaries.
What is extra-biblical and less than evangelical in
this religious ethos proves to be a transplant. It
reflects an imported ideology, which must not be
identified with the gospel itself.
The Sandinista revolution
confronts
Central
American evangelicals at a moment of great
theological crisis, a moment when, despite impressive numerical growth, their evangelical identity
is far from clear and pure. It is doubtful that most
Protestants in Central America have a deep or faithful understanding of the great evangelical convictions, beginning with the profound and liberating
truth of the grace of Cod. A drastically changing
society may cause all of us to become more aware of
these deficiencies, and the size of the task ahead
may force us to improve our theological equipment.

faith as Obedience, Fiducia!Obedientia
During

the long centuries

of the Middle

Ages,

- -- - --------------------

faith was often seen (by Thomas Aquinas, for example) as mere assensus, mental assent to a set of
statements about God. Against this notion of faith,
and in the context of the disintegrating social context it tended
to legitimate,
the Reformers
rediscovered the biblical understanding of faith in
another, nontheoretical, dimension: that of commitment and obedience, fiducialobedientia.
This relationship of faith, which Paul calls a "faith
which works in love" and "follows the truth in
11
love, transforms all aspects of life and culture. In
the Reformation traditions, later evangelical giants
like Jonathan Edwards and the Wesleys also insisted
that faith is total personal commitment to Christ
issuing in daily, concrete, historical obedience to the
Living Lord. Evangelical theology and evangelical
ethics here become inseparable.
Despite these Reformation insights, however, it
has been deceptively easy for evangelical communities to slip unwittingly back into a faith of mere
assent, adding at best a pietism of individual
holiness.
The
ethics
of
Central
American
evangelicalism has hardly advanced beyond the
"thou shalt nots" inherited from North American
fundamentalism, except occasionally to amplify the
code of prohibitions to include television-viewing,
lipstick and pants for women, or long hair for men.
Without depreciating the need for individual
ethics and redemption from personal sin, it must be
said that individualistic morality is not enough. A
holiness ethic that ignores structural sin and social
injustice
is an essentially
selfish,
less-thanevangelical ethic. Much of Central American
Protestantism has yet to realize this, but today's
realities demand of us the most profound and
creative ethical reflection in our history, if we would
be faithful to our Lord.
What, then, does faith-this
biblical faith comof us in
prising fiducia and obeclientia-require
today's revolutionary
Central America? For me,
three themes have been emerging as central: commitment to life, commitment to the poor, and commitment to the truth.
to life.
The first of these is the commitment
Massacre and institutionalized violence have been
the curse of Central America. In El Salvador, for
example, some 30,000 Indians and peasants were
slaughtered by the national army in less than two
weeks of la masacre of 1932. Since then, writes
Salvadoran poet Roque Dalton, "every Salvadoran
carries 30,000 corpses on his back." After the CIAdirected overthrow of the Guatamalan government
in 1954, revolutionary struggle began to sweep
across Central America. In the late 1950 1 s and early
1960' s this was met by the violence and repression
of counter insurgence and the ideology of National
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Security. Mass murders have become the order of
the day, and to witness the group funerals resulting
from these massacres is to look into the very depths
of "the mystery of iniquity." In this diabolical context we must be pro-life.
The second theme brought forward by contemporary circumstances is commitment to the poor.
One Sunday in 1514 in Sancti Spiritus, Cuba, a Spanish slave-holder (encomenclero) priest named Bartolome de las Casas had to preach on Ecclesiasticus
34:23-27: "To offer a sacrifice with what is taken
from the poor, is like strangling their children before
their eyes. The bread of the needy is the life of the
poor; to deprive them of their bread is a crime. To
rob your neighbor of his food is to kill him; to take
away his salary is the same as shedding his blood."
Bartolome de las Casas repented of his sin, freed his
Indians, and dedicated the rest of his long life to the
defense of those whom he had previously exploited.

The Nicaraguan Church has become a
theological laboratory, a hermeneutical
communtiy.
But in spite of las Casa's work, and that of countless Christians after him, a tiny minority of Latin
Americans still monopolize a shamefully disproportionate share of the wealth in nearly every country,
and the vast majority are desperately poor. The
evangelical response to undeniable
poverty is
divided. For some evangelicals commitment to the
poor means ministering to them in their misery, but
for most Nicaraguan evangelicals this is not enough.
Commitment also entails joining the poor in their
struggle to achieve the essentials of human existence: food, clothing, shelter, gainful employment.
Needless to say, a closer identification with the poor
in their struggle is bound to affect one's frequently
too comfortable lifestyle. Genuine commitment to
the poor will be practical, concrete, nonpaternalistic.
Finally, obedient discipleship in today's Nicaragua
comdemands of evangelicals an unconditional
mitment to the truth. Central America today is
caught in the whirlwind of a raging propaganda war,
a blitzkrieg of arguments and accusations whose
major casualty is truth. In the midst of this informational disaster zone, the evangelical community is
called upon to exist as a witness to truth.
Some evangelicals have not heard the call of this
ethical imperative. But others, pastors and lay
people alike, have committed themselves to serious
study, perpetual self-scrutiny, and bold testimony.
(continued

on p. 76)
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Doctrinal Reflections

Church As Pilgrim People

It is eschatologically certain that God's creation does not belong to the

devil. for the Church, therefore, to abandon creation and non-Christion
society would be a denial of the doctrine of Creation and an affront to the
eschatological future for which the whole creation longs.
By LYNN E. MITCHELL, JR.
ow

is the

eschatological

community,

the

H church, to be related to "the world"? That
depends, of course, on what is meant by the word
"world." This may, at first, sound like a theological
dodge of the question, since all Christians know
(don't we?) what "the world" is. That assumption is,
I submit, part of the problem in our theological and
ethical confusion about how we should be related to
"the world."
The New Testament, in fact, uses expressions translated "world" in different ways, depending upon
the context. Corresponding to the Hebrew word
olam, the New Testament speaks of this "aeon"
(Greek, aion) or the "aeon" to come. In these expressions "the world" is thought of as an age which
may come to an end as another age or world begins.
Jesus promises to be with us to the end of the world
(aeon, age) in Matthew 28:20. On the other hand,
He will be with us even more manifestly in the world
(aeon) to come. Christians do not hope for a continuation of the world in this sense, i.e., the present
age which is held in the bondage of sin, death, and
decay by "the god of this world-age" (2 Cor. 4:4).
Christians look for the world or age to come. They
still participate in this age; but they have also begun
to participate in the age to come. They are not
to be conformed to this age (Rom. 12:2), but are to
be transformed, even here and now tasting the good
things of the age to come (Heb. 6:4,5).
This "world" should not be confused with the
world which is /<0smos. Kosmos (world) like sarx
(flesh) can be used in the New Testament to refer
Lynn Mitchell is Assistant to the Dean of Humanities and Coordinator of
the Religious Studies Program at the University of Houston.

either to that which is the beautiful, harmonious
creation of God or to that which sets itself over
against God. The nuances of the context are,
therefore, extremely important. For our bodies,
which are sarx in the first sense, and for our world,
which is kosmos in the first sense, we praise and
glorify God for his wonderful works. This kosmos is
God's footstool; it is the work of his fingers. This
body is his temple; it it the work of his hands for
which He longs.
This world (kosmos) sometimes means humanity.
In this sense God loves the world (John 3:16) and
Christ gives his life for the world (John 6:33, 51). God
reconciles the kosmos to Himself through the Cross
of Christ (2 Cor. 5:19). This world is not to be
despised, but brought into fellowship. It is not to be
destroyed, but nurtured and redeemed.
The kosmos or world to be redeemed includes
"world" in the simple sense of "heaven and earth";
it also includes "world" in the sense of its created
fullness including humanity; and it includes humanity in its bodiliness.
This kosmos will be superceded by a new kosmos,
this heaven and earth by a "new heaven and a new
earth," this creation by a "new creation," this
natural body by a "spiritual body."
On the other hand, both Paul and John use
kosmos in a more negative sense also. For Paul the
Christian lives in this world but does not belong to it.
The Christian must die to the world (Gal. 6:14). John
goes even further. The "world,"
in one of John's
usages, hates Jesus and those who belong to Him
(John 7:7;15:18). This world does not know the
Father (17:25) and cannot receive the Spirit (14:17).
This world is judged and condemned (12:31 ). The
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disciples are not of this world (15:19), but they are
still in it. Jesus has overcome this world (16:33) and
so may his disciples (2 John 5:4).
t is obvious then that our question, "How is the

I Church to be related to the world?" must be answered with proper distinctions being carefully
made. There is a "world" which is the enemy of
Christ. There is an age which is under the control of
sin and death. On the other hand, there is a world
which includes humanity and is redeemable; and
there is a new age coming.
ls the church to be "this worldly" or "other
worldly" in its orientation? Neither expression, in
fact, seems to correspond sufficiently to anything in
the New Testament idea of the Kingdom of God.
What is meant by "world" in these expressions?
If "world" equals the biblical "Creation," then the
Kingdom of God is "this-worldly."
The scene of
God's relationship with man will always be Creation,
old and new. If "world" equals the biblical "age,"
then the Kingdom of God is other-worldly. The
Kingdom comes with a new age. Any throwback to a
quasi-Platonic distinction
between the physical
(phenomenal) and spiritual (noumenal) world is immediately confusing in a discussion of Christian
eschatology. Christian eschatology envisions the
renewal of Creation, not escape from it. The
eschatological Kingdom of God is not "unearthly,"
it is "New
Earthly."
The New Testament
eschatological symbols "spiritual body" (1 Cor.
15:43) and "New Earth" (Rev. 21: 1) shou Id not, of
course, be understood in some literalistic fashion.
Indeed they cannot be. (What is a spiritual body?)
But they may be taken seriously as communicating a
concept of discontinuity within continuity. Hyperspiritualisms ignore the continuity between here and
hereafter. Premature unification ignores the discontinuity.
he bu~iness of the church, we might say then, is

T to be the world while not being of the world.
The task of Christians is not to "take over" the world
in

or impose a "Christian order" on the world, but
rather to put the resources of redemption and
wholeness at the service of others.
We need to learn to picture the churches as a
Pilgrim People. We need to distinguish this picture,
however, from the "other worldly"
picture of
Christians as pilgrims which we have inherited from
our neo-Platonic ancestors.
Augustine spoke of Christians as peregrini, a Latin
term sometimes translated "pilgrims."
This Latin
term meant more, however, ··in its classical sense
than the term "pilgrim"
should mean for the
Christian. Peregrini in the classical sense means
"registered aliens," completely out of place in a

malignant world.
If the Redemption is related to the biblical doctrine of Creation, the Christian pilgrim cannot
properly be confused with the classical peregrini.
The Christian "pilgrim" (Heb. 11:13; 1 Pet. 2:11) is a
stranger only to the "world" as "present age," not
to the world as Creation and scene of Redemption.
The latter, in reality, belongs to him or her (Matt.
5:5). The classical peregrini is a stranger in both
worlds because one cannot ultimately distinguish the
two. The biblical world of Creation in which the
drama of Redemption is being acted out is, in
classical thought, a world alien to the true nature of
man. Insofar as that world of classical thought still
impinges upon Augustine's thought, just so far has
biblical eschatology been subtly, but significantly,
distorted. Augustine's "world," then-in the light of
the biblical doctrines of creation and eschatondoes not exactly correspond to the "world"
in
which Christians live.
Christians are not aliens in Creation. They are, in a
sense, aliens in their own land; but they are not alien
to it. They are alien to the power of the Age which
holds it in its grasp. That power has been proleptically (in principle) broken; but so long as it still
manifests itself as the power of this age, those who
participate in the new age will remain pilgrims. This
means that there never can be total identification
with any present world order or social program. But
neither do they leave the world to the devil in sectarian fashion. It is eschatologically certain that
God's Creation does not belong to the devil. For the
Church, therefore, to abandon Creation and nonChristian society would be a denial of the doctrine of
Creation and an affront to the eschatological future
for which the whole creation longs.
hristian pilgrims are not just trapped in an evil
world waiting nervously to be released; they
C
ha.ve a redemptive mission. They are not hapless
sojourners; they are missioners. Christians as
pilgrims are, therefore, pilgrim workers, servants,
a,nd prophets-not
monks.
The mission of an eschatological pilgrim community can be simply put: evangelism and service.
In the New Testament period, the eschatological
community
demonstrated
its mission
by
evangelization of the Gentiles. God's Old Testament
promise that the Gentiles would be brought to
redemption becomes in the New Testament a task to
be realized by Christians.
The question therefore arises, "What other
eschatological goals are now to be realized by
Christians?"
Are there
other
transformations
possible because the time of the End is seen as
already dawning?__
_ _______________________
MISSION
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Remembering Another's History

"No longer is it possible to conceive of first century Christianity as a clearly
defined entity, easily extractable from its historical context like a nut from
its shell; the historical reality was much more complex, and our view of it
much less clear than once we thought."
By R. SCOTT COLGLAZIER

I 'We

live in history as the fish is in water ... "
So wrote H. Richard Niebuhr in his classic
work The Meaning of Revelation (MacMillan, 1941).
"We live in story like fish in the sea ... " So wrote
John Dominic Crossan in his scintillating volurne The
1975). Both
Dari< Interval (Argus Communications,
scholars seem to be articulating an impmtant dimension of the theological task, namely, that as Christians we live in particular times and we ourselves are
unfolding stories. There is no way to step back and
watch history; there is no way to sit back and objectively hear a story. We are histories. We arc stories.
It became particularly important fm Niebuhr that
we understand the value and function of memory,
precisely because we are living in clrarnatic history.
Memory is significant because the history of which
Niebuhr speaks is not viewed from a disinterested
perspective 01·by dispassioncd spectators. It is not so
n1uch the case that we analyze our history as it is
that we rernember our story. The Cospel, for example, is not merely the succession of events--dcath,
burial, and resurrection.
These are not only
revelatory events which happened two thousand
years ago but events which, through memory, can
become a present experience of participation
in
every age. To 1·emcrnbcr allows Abraham to be our
father and Sarah our mother; to remember allows
the Christian Gospel to be our gospel.
Niebuhr, howevc·r, c1rgucs that Christian nwmmy
Srntt Colglazier is Minisf<>rfor the Fountain Square Chun h of Christ in Indianapolis, Indiana.
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is more than individual Christians appropriating
a
past history. The memory of which Niebuhr speaks
is a collective memory, a memory of community.
"To be in histmy," he wrote, "is to be in society."
Furthermore, "where common memory is lacking,
where men do not share in the same past the1·e can
be no real community, and where community is to
be formed common memory must be created ... "
Niebuhr's comment has far reaching r;1mifiec1tions: to be a community of Chr·istians means to
renwmber the past together, to share a story. In recent months there has been much attention focused
upon the bewilderment of rnany Vietnam veterans.
They fought in an unpopular war. They fought in a
wa1· which has now prnvcd to be tragically worthless
Yet they did fight in a war
fm all concerned.
together. The new monument in Washington, D. C.,
has been visited by hundreds of Vietnam veterans
and their families. Widowed wives shed tears at the
monument. Wounded soldiers embraced as they
read the names of their deceased comrades.
Mothe1·s held hands in silence as they looked for
their son's name upon the wall. As these vete1·ans
and families stood before this monument, they we1·c
in 110 sense honoring war. Instead, the v,due of the
monument is that it allows people to rcrnemher· the
past together, to share a horrible story in community.
iebuhr's work is particularly important when
the 1·ealities of rnenrnry and communtiy
become the lens for present-clay ecumenical issues
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and present-day biblical studies. In recent years one

of the foremost American biblical scholar·s, Dr. Raymond Brown, has authored two books on the unity
and diversity of the early Church. In his book The
Churches the Apostles Left Behind (Paulist Press,
1984) Brown has argued that in the last third of the
first century, a time which he designated the subapostolic era, there were at least three diverse
memories of the Pauline tradition that are now
found in our New Testament canon. The Pastoral
epistles r·emember Paul, appropriating and developing various dimensions of Pauline thinking. The letters of Colossians and Ephesians form another particular kind of memory of Paul. In Luke-Acts there is
yet another way of appropriating
the life and
ministry of Paul. Each of these witnesses constitutes
an effort to remember Paul, to share in his history,
and to recall Paul's influence in unique ecclesial
contexts.
In another work, Antioch and Rome (Paulist Press,
1982), coauthored with John P. Meir, Brown has set
forth a reconstruction of Christian developments in
the city of Rome. A first generation of Chr·istian faith
is reflected in Paul's letter to the Romans. A second
generation of Christian faith is reflected in much different ways in Hebrews. A third and appreciably different style of Christian faith is reflected in the document 1 Clement. One city, one Christian community, yet with each successive generation the co/ lective memory of the church grows and changes in
dynamic and fresh ways.
Brown's work is pregnant with meaning and
ecumenical vision. On the one hand, we can look at
a major figure such as Paul and perceive diverse
ways in which he was remembered. For some, Paul
was the organizer of the church; for others, Paul was
the concept of the cosmic church; for yet others,
Paul was the missionary catalyst who almost singlehandedly spread the Christian Gospel throughout
the Roman world. On the other hand, three genera-

To be a community of Christians means to
remember the past together, to share a
story.
tions of Christian activity in a major urban city are
reflected in Romans, Hebrews, and 1 Clement. Each
generation was engaged in remembering its past,
and each generation was distinctive and authentic in
its efforts.
If we take Brown's work seriously, it would seem
that the real ecumenical vision is not for one particular religious tradition to surrender its distinctive
heritage for the good of the ill-perceived melting pot
of ecumenism. Neither is it the case that we should
read the New Testament in hopes of ascertaining the

lowest common
denominator
upon which
all
church traditions can agree. And surely there is no
need ever to think of a massive corporate restructuring of Christendom.
The cutting edge of ecumenism is the challenge of
remembering the history of someone else. Across
the broad spectrum of Christian faith and heritage
we much seek to share in stories which ar·e not our
own immediately, but which must become our story
if we are to approximate any reality of a global Christian community. When this collective engagement

The Gospel is not merely the succession of
events-death,
burial, and resurrection.
These are not only revelatory events which
happened two thousand years ago but
events which, through memory, can
become a present experience of participation in every age.
of remembering is pursued, nothing less than what
Niebuhr calls a "moral event" takes place. "The
heart of the participating self," writes Niebuhr, "is
engaged in this work and through it the soul is
reconstructed."
That the very soul of the broadly
conceived Christian community
is refreshed and
reconstructed is the cutting edge of the ecumenical
vision.
here is perhaps no better document which expresses this ecumenical vision than the Baptism,
(GEM) text which emerged
from the Faith and Order Commission of the World
Council of Churches (1982). This broadly conceived
document is not an effort to boil clown the diverse
scriptural witnesses, coming up with a residual doctrine of baptism, euchar·ist or ministry. Instead, GEM
is an effort in remembering the various witnesses of
faith found in Scripture, but also remembering the
various faith traditions which have emerged because
of special appropriation of certain dimensions of the
New Testament faith. The document, intended to be
read and studied in the context of the Church, is also
designed to stimulate dialogue and 1·emerr1brance of
every major Christian tradition.
A case in point comes from a marvelously constructed paragraph in the Baptism section:

T
Eucharist and Ministry

In order to overcome their differences,
believer baptists and those who practice infant baptism should reconsider certain
aspects of their practices. The first may seek
to express more visibly the fact that children
are placed under the protection of God's
grace. The latter must guard themselves
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against the practice of apparently
indiscriminate baptism and take more seriously their responsibility for the nurture of baptized children to mature commitment to
Christ.
This particular paragraph is not asking for either of
the major baptismal traditions to surrender its
distinctive heritage, practice, or scriptural interpretations. However, this paragraph is making a radical
appeal that people on both sides remember the
history/story of the other side. And, indeed, sides are
broken down and Christian unity is engaged when
people mutually agree to remember. Understood
correctly, the BEM document is designed to create
common memory which in turn has the vitality to
create community. Such common memory, according to Niebuhr, is "not only a necessary prelude to
union; it is union."
The New Testament does not present a monolithic
faith experience. There are different portraits of
Christ; there are a variety of ecclesial traditions.
Within the New Testament there is a rich and
variegated presentation of worship, sacrament, and
ministry. Such diversity has caused James Dunn, in
his book Unity and Diversity in the New Testament
(Westminster, 1977), to conclude that "no longer is
it possible to conceive of first century Christianity as
a clearly defined entity, easily extractable from its
historical context like a nut from its shell; the
historical reality was much more complex, and our
view of it much less clear than once we thought." As
I understand it, the BEM document not only takes into account the diversity of the New Testament faith,
but it also is sensitive to the complexity of the
various traditions which have grown from the soil of
(Nicaragua, cont. from p. 71)

They realized that a basic commitment to truth is
one dimension of our basic commitment to Christ.
The fearless honesty of Salvadoran archbishop
Oscar Romero challenges
all Central American
Christians: in identification with the poor he opened
himself up to the truth, spoke out the truth in his
famous weekly homilies, and paid for it with his life.
In the midst of acute propaganda confrontation,
Nicaraguan evangelicals are learning to be an effective zone of truth, especially under the leadership of
CEPAD, an evangelical development organization,
founded after the earthquake of 1972, which has
united the leadership of nearly all the numerous
church groups and denominations.
They make
every effort to check out all rumors, accusations,
abuses of power, and have done a commendable
job of clearing up inevitable misunderstandings with
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New Testament diversity. Complexity and diversity
are not realities which must be overcome if Christian
unity is to be effected. Complexity is intrinsic to the
resources of the Christian faith, and the diverse
histories and stories must be remembered with clarity and distinction.
There are many beautiful images which Richard
Niebuhr employs to describe his understanding of
revelation. He suggests, for example, that the wide
range of Christian community is like a mountain.
The peak of the mountain is mysterious and
fascinating; we climb to the mountain
peak.
However, there is not only one well carved road
which leads to the peak. There are many roads,
some more worn than others; but the mountain is
covered with a variety of roads which at certain
points cross and at other points diverge. And as
Niebuhr describes, "Each arduous journey brings
new understanding, but also new wonder and surprise." Wonder and surprise indeed! Wonder and
surprise are multiplied when we not only travel our
own journey, but when we also hear of the travels of
others. We listen to their tales of faith and adventure; we listen to their disappointing accounts of
failure; we listen to their thrilling tales of success. As
we listen to their stories and as we tell our own, it
becomes apparent that what matters the most is not
what particular road we traveled, but rather that we
were traveling at all, traveling upon the same mountain. And most of all, we share with one another our
experience of the mountain peak, of that tirne when
we rounded the last bend of the road and what we
saw was wonderful, fearful and wholly-other than all
other moments. It is that moment that we remember
together.
.MISSION

government organizations (such as the confusion of
Protestant denominations with sects).
Especially in view of the constant misinformation
in the foreign press about the Miskitu situation, it is
significant that the leaders of the Moravian Church
have always maintained that the problems on the
Atlantic Coast are ethnic and political in nature and
that there is certainly no "persecution" of the church
or of individual Christians for their faith.
The greatest witness to truth by Nicaraguan
Christians has been their faithfulness unto death.
Against the constant aggression by the "contras/'
scores of faithfu I pastors, teachers, Delegates of the
Word, nurses, and many others, have stood firmly in
their places of service and have paid for their convictions with their blood. Today, as yesterday, the
blood of the martyrs is the seed of the evangelical
commitment to the challenge of prophetic witness
and sacrifical service·--·------·----M1ss10N

SOUNDS

By KEN CAMERON

I believe that the most beautiful aspects of childbirth are the sounds-the
sounds that reflect the
deepest emotions and the very heart of life. The sighs of anticipation. The whispers of fear. The
soothing words of love, faith, encouragement. The cries of pain. The shouts of exhilaration.
But the most penetrating of sounds is the mother's final, great cry at the moment of birth. A cry,
perhaps mistaken for pain, but which is actally a cry of release. The cry of the giving up of a life,
yet also the cry of giving life.
I wonder what sound Jesus made on the cross at his death
when he "cried out in a loud voice"? This sound of giving
up of life, yet at the same time giving life? Was it too a
cry of release? I hear it thus.
And I believe that in the last moments of his
life, in the last milliseconds, Jesus too
heard sounds ...
the birthcries of the
children of God.

Ken Cameron is a clinical psychologist at the Ozark Guidance Center in
Springdale, Arkansas.
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The Dangers of Christian Education
By MICHAEL GOSE
hristian edu~ation has a _d_istinguished history.
But among its many positive qual1t1es, I have
observed four tendencies that I think work against
the maximum social and economic growth of its
students.
My perceptions of Christian education include
these:

C

1. Christian educators and schools tend to be
conservative and conventional.
2. Christian education tends to attract authoritarian personalities.
3. Christian education tends to develop convergent rather than divergent thinking styles
among students.
4. Christian schools tend to have a greater
emphasis on rules and punishments rather than
encouraging a process of enabling students to
internalize "norms" of appropriate behavior.
If these observations are accurate, these tendencies
may have serious, unintended results.

What are the possible negative consequences of
Christian education being overly conservative and
conventional? Such a background tends to limit
creativity. Backgrounds which produce a "mere
high IQ without 'creativity' [tend to be] more conventional, with the mothers stressing cleanliness,
good manners and studiousness" (Alex lnkeles
"Social Structures and the Socialization of Com'.
Socialization and Schools, Howard
petence,"
Educational Review, Reprint series No. 1, 1968, p.
63). These qualities of fastidiousness alone tend to
i1_npai_r
_the development of creativity of children.
Creat1v1ty_tends to be associated with the requisites
of u~per-1ncome careers. If we, indeed, are limiting
the l1kel1hood of our students' creativity, aren't we
limiting their horizons?

What are some of the possible negative consequences of Christian education being unduly influenced by authoritarian personalities?
Authoritarian personalities also tend to limit certain
kinds of growth. Such a tendency may very well

Michael Gose is an Associate Professor in the Education Department
Pepperdine University.
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narrow the "possibilities for identification with persons outside the family" and also lead to "the
development of closed belief systems" (lnkeles, p.
63). A failure to identify with others promotes such
non-Christian characteristics as prejudice. Also,
closed belief systems are often susceptible later to
successful challenge as evidenced in the well
documented
problem of students leaving the
Church after going off to college. Learning a rigid
adherence to authority does not promote the openness necessary for future leadership roles or in
representing the Gospel to all people.

What are the possible negative consequences of
Christian education developing convergent rather
than divergent thinking skills? At the prestigious
University of Chicago, "it was precisely those
students whose cognitive style inclined them to concrete thinking, to an insistence on one "correct" answer, who made up the bulk of the academic
casualties at the end of the year. And this was true
despite close matching of the students on measures
of intelligence of scholastic aptitude" (lnkeles, p.62).
At the University of Chicago, "teachers introduced a
good deal of ambiguity and often departed from
conventional
standards of judgment"
(lnkeles,
p. 62). I postulate that there is a tendency for much
of "Christian education" to place Christian students
at an academi_c_disadvantage at highly academically
rated u111vers1t1eslike the University of Chicago
because of a tendency for teachers to use conventional standards in class and to emphasize questions
that have low ambiguity and require set answers.
This does not help students to develop the intellectual flexibility necessary for success at the most
challenging universities.

What are the possible negative consequences of
Christian education emphasizing rules (with punishments) over internalizing norms of appropriate behavior? First, there's an apparent influence on thinking
style. '_'Physical punishment is more intimately tied to
motoric than to conceptual expression, whereas
psychological discipline, such as threatened withdrawal of love, more often yields conceptual expression" (lnkeles, p. 63). "Conceptual expression"
includes the skill to express oneself in abstract language, which is critical to success in the university.
lnkeles has argued, I think correctly, that the develop-

·---------

ment of a flexible cognitive style is also necessary to
attain and continue a viable role in the more affluent
socio-economic classes. I have argued, from a personal rather than empirical base, that Christian
education has a tendency to run counter to the
development of flexible cognitive styles. Neither
lnkeles nor I argue that being in the affluent classes is
more or less righteous than being in any other socioeconomic class. (And I have worried it might even
be less righteous to be affluent.) I do argue,
however,
a flexible
thinking
style warrants
cultivation. And I argue now that our academically
brightest Christian students should not be handicapped in trying to succeed at institutions, such as the
University of Chicago, that demand flexible minds
able to handle both abstractions and ambiguity. In
effect, in this paper I am trying to sort out what's
Christian and what's really based in socio-economic
class in Christian education. I do not believe it is unChristian to develop flexible thinking styles in
students.
Jean Anyon has written an article, "Social Class
and the Hidden Curriculum of Work" (Journal of
Education, 162, No. 1 [Winter 1980) pp. 67-92), that
I have found persuasive and useful in identifying
characteristics of schools which seem based on
socio-economic
class instead of philosophy or
religion. She d istingu ishes among working-class
schools, middle-class schools, affluent professional
schools, and elite schools. She finds they do not
teach the same ways. She describes the school work
in Working-Class Schools as being mechanical and
rote. Students have little decision-making or choice.
Following rules is emphasized. Teachers tell students exactly what to do. Few explanations are
given. The teachers are authoritarian and things in
the room "belong" to the teacher. In light of the
management-laborer
relationship, students often
struggle against having to do more work. There are
many classroom routines.
In the Middle-Class School "work is getting the
right answers." "One must follow the direction in
order to get the right answers, but the directions often call for some figuring, some choice, some
decision-making."
"Answers must be given in the
right order, and one cannot make them up." Most
lessons are strictly out of the textbook. "This does
not involve a critical perspective on what is given
there." A critical perspective would be "perceived
as dangerous by these teachers because it may lead
to controversial topics; the parents might complain." "Work tasks do not usually require creativity.
Serious attention is rarely given in school work on
how the children develop or express their own
feelings or ideas ....
assignments are perceived as
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having little to do with their interests and feelings"
(p. 327).
In the Affluent Professional School work is
creative activity. "The students are continually
asked to express and apply ideas and concepts.
Work
involves
individual
thought
and
expressiveness." The students' own satisfaction with
the product is an important criterion
for its
evaluation."
Rules are flexible-"where
you put
commas depends on how you say the sentence."
"The teacher's attempt to control the class involves
constant negotiation" (p. 329).
In the Executive Elite School "work is developing
one's analytical intellectual powers." "Children are
constantly asked to reason through a problem, to
produce intellectual products that are both logically
sound and of top academic quality. A primary goal
of thought is to conceptualize rules by which
elements may fit together in systems and then to apply these rules in solving a problem. School work
helps one to achieve, to excel, to prepare for life"
(p. 333).
These distillations of Anyon's longer characterizations of four school types are sketchy, painting only in the broadest strokes some differences
among schools of different socio-economic classes.
My concern is that some of the characteristics which
are actually steeped in social classes are sometimes
defined within the Christian education setting as
somehow being Christian. I am especially thinking
here of the attitude toward authority and of
following the rules which Anyon describes as
characteristics of the working and middle classes.
Not only is a ready acceptance of authority and rules
not inherently Christian, such a narrow socialization
may very well limit the development of intellectual
skills of which a student is capable. Such a narrow
socialization may make it increasingly unlikely that
Christians will have the intellectual skills necessary
for major leadership roles in our increasingly complex society.
In conclusion, I would like to reemphasize I am
not arguing that Christian schools should prepare
their students for any particular social class. In fact, I
am arguing just the opposite. Christian education
should prepare students for any social class. In doing
so, Christian educators and Christian schools must
be careful to distinguish class from religious expec··
tations. Christian education has had an admirable
record in American history, especially in working
and middle class schools. But I am of the opinion
that Christian education must be especially careful
not to confuse class-based with Christian-based
education, and to help, not limit, the students with
the talent and ambition for the demands of the more
affluent classes to succeed·-~--~---~---M1ss10N
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The Integration of Psychology and Theology
By STEPHEN ALLISON
This article is written to familarize
the reader with some of the major
works among the plethora of literature
written in the areas of Christian counseling
and
the
integration
of
psychology and theology. Materials
are recommended that would appeal
to several levels of readers--the lay person, the minister/theologian, and the
professional
counselor/psychologist.
Before
discussing
recommended
readings, I think its important to deal
with the question of why "Christian
counseling"
or
a
"Christian
psychology."
A CHRISTIAN PSYCHOLOGY

For many, the notion of a Christian
understanding of man's behaviors, attitudes, feelings, and thoughts seems
quite natural. Others argue that this
marriage of disciplines leads inevitably
to "irreconcilable differences." How
often I have been asked, "Are you a
Christian
psychologist
or
a
psychologist who is a Christian?" I am
always puzzled by being asked to
choose between these two options;
however, the question does reflect the
tension many feel.
Since psychology as a "science" is
only about 100 years old--most dating
its inception
in 1879 with the
laboratory studies of Wilhelm Wundt
-one looks traditionally to medicine,
Stephen H. Allison holds an M.A. in theology
ThL'Ological Seminary and is a practicing clinical
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further along in our tasks of integration.
However,
naturalistic
scientism,
logical positivism, and determinism
• dominated
scholarly thought and
research. Many of the modern giants
in psychology and psychiatry were
true to this "scientific" orientation and
therefore shunned the supernatural.
Sigmund Freud and his school of
psychoanalysis is a prime example.
Freud's colleague, Carl Jung, was
critical of Freud because "nothing
could be considered scientific or admitted to be true unless it could be
perceived by the senses or traced back
to physical causes."
Other twentieth-century
scholars
echoed Jung's criticism of a strictly
biological view of personhood. Otto
Rank agreed that man is too great and
diversified a being to be comprehended by scientific naturalism. "Man is a
spirit," he said; and any method that
failed to address man's autonomy,
freewill, and ability to transcend himself was "little
more
than
a
caricature."
Ludwig
Binswanger
believed Freud failed to give us a view
of the whole man because he chopped
off the self-transcendent. And Alfred
Adler was certainly speaking a different language from Freud when he
stated that "through the great being
that surrounds and penetrates us,
there is a great becoming which strives
toward a completed being."
The views of these phenomenologists, humanists, and existentialists
and a Ph.D. in clinical psychology from Fuller
psychologist.
certainly come closer to a "spiritual"
philosophy, and religion to trace
psychology's earlier roots. Questions
such as "What should be more
prevalent, reason or emotion?" and
"How does one distinguish mind,
body, and soul?" have baffled some of
the world's greatest minds-Plato,
Aristotle, Socrates, the apostle Paul. In
their efforts to make human nature less
complex and more predictable, many
have erred by becoming too reductionistic. Rene Descartes, for example,
adduced the whole man from one
aspect, his thinking (cogilo ergo sum).
Others have been more comfortable
with a multi-dimensional view of personhood. In the writings of Soren
Kierkegaard, the nineteenth century
Danish philosopher, we see a bold attempt at "synthesis of the soulish and
the bodily." He posited that "a synthesis is unthinkable if the two are not
united in a third factor. This third factor is the spirit." Kierkegaard really
sounded like the grandfather of
Christian psychology when he stated,
"Man is spirit. But what is Spirit? Spirit
is the self ... Man is a synthesis of the
infinite and the finite, of the temporal
and the eternal, of freedom and
necessity ... " For Kierkegaard, spirit
cannot gmund itself in itself, but only
in that "power which posited it."
Had Kierkegaard's "psychology"
been accepted widely by the scientific
community, we probably would be
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understanding of man, but fall short of
being "Christian" because they see
man's spirit as trying to ground itself in
itself. They fail to comprehend the full
dimension of the nature of man as
being made by God and for God. A
Christian psychology must reflect the
transcendent. As Augustine so aptly
put it, "Thou hast made us for Thyself
and our hearts are restless till they rest
in Thee." Or as Reinhold Niebuhr
stated, "The Christian view of man ...
emphasizes
the
height
of selftranscendence
in man's
spiritual
nature in its doctrine of 'image of
God."' Emil Brunner agreed that the
Imago Dei is the sine qua non of a
Christian psychology/anthropology:
...
we see how necessarily our
Self is rooted and grounded in
Him who created it, so that the
knowledge of our Self does not lie
within our own power, but that in
order to measure the extent of the
same, we must press forward into
the very heart of God Himself,
who alone can determine and
resolve the whole mystery of our
nature.
This conviction about the ultimate
nature of man distinguishes
the
majority of the authors mentioned in
the balance of this article. [Note: An
asterisk (*) preceding a work indicates
strong recommendation.]
PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION

Psychologists have the methods.
Theology has the message. It's important to integrate the two disciplines so
theology will not be so heavenly that
it's no earthly use and psychology will
not be so earthly it doesn't know what
heaven's for" (John Finch).

Recent Conceptual Works
Recommended readings in this area
include *Gary Collins, Psychology and
Theology (Abingdon, 1981), and The
{\ebuilding
of Psychology (Tyndale,
1976); * Kirk Farnsworth, Integrating
Psychology
and Theology:
Elbows
Together but Hearts Apart (University,
1982);
* H.
Newton
Malony,
Wholeness and /-/o/iness (Baker, 1983),
Perspectives
in the
and Current
(Eerdman's,
Psychology of Religion
1977); *John Carter and
Bruce
Narramore,
The
Integration
of

People o( the Lie (Simon & Schuster,
1979); *J. Roland Fleck and John Car- 1983).
ter, Psychology and Christianity: InConversion
tegrative Readings(Abingdon,
1981);
Raymond Paloutzian, Invitation to the
One topic that has received conPsychology
of
Religion
(Scott, siderable focus in psychology
of
Foresman, 1983); Mark Cosgrove and religion is conversion. Some key work.s
James Mallory, Jr., Mental /-lea/th: A in this area are *William James, The
Varieties
of
Religious
Experience
Christian
Perspective
(Zondervan,
(Modern Library, 1902); Lewis Rambo,
1977); Wayne Oates, The Psychology
of Religion (Word, 1973); Paul Tour- "Psychological Perspectives on Connier, A Place for You: Psychology and version," in Pacific Theological l\eview
(SCM, 1968); and Peter 8(Spring 1980) :21-6; Flavil Yeakley,
Religion
"Persuasion in Religious Conversion"
Homans,
Dialogue
Between
Psychology and Theology (Chicago, (thesis, University of Illinois, 1975);
1968). Two excellent resource books *Cedric Johnson and H. Newton
are *Donald Capps, Lewis Rambo, and Malony, Christian Conversion: Biblical
Psychology
of and Psychological Perspectives (ZonPaul
Ransohoff,
dervan, 1981); H. Newton Malony,
Religion:
A Guide to Information
{\esources (Gale Research, 1976), and Psychology and Faith: The Christian
*Hendrika Vande Kemp, Psychology
Experience of Eighteen Psychologists
and Theology in Western Thought,
(University, 1978); and *James Loder,
The Trans(orming Moment (Harper &
7672- 7965: A Historical and Annotated
Row, 1981).
Bibliography (Kraus, 1984).
Psychology and Theology (Zondervan,

Philosophical Works
Those interested in the philosophy
of religion or philosophical psychology
would enjoy books such as Soren
Kierkegaard, The Concept of Dread
(Princeton, 1946), Fear and Trembling,
and
The
Sickness
Unto
Death
(Doubleday, 1955); Paul Tillich, The
Courage to Be (Yale, 1952); *Karl
Menninger, The Vital Balance (Peter
Smith, 1983), and Whatever Became of
Sin? (Hawthorne,
1973); *Thomas
Szasz, The Myth of Mental Illness
(Harper & Row, 1974); *William
Kilpatrick,
Pyschological
Seduction
(Thomas Nelson, 1983); Paul Vitz.
Psychology as Religion: The Cult of Self
Worship (Eerdman' s, 1977); *Clinton
The
Scandal
of
Mclemore,
Psychotherapy (Tyndale, 1982); PauI
Tournier,
The
Strong
and
the
Weak(Westminster,
1963); *Victor
Frankl, Man's Search, (or Meaning
(Simon & Schuster, 1959), and The
(WSP,
Unheared
Cry for Meaning
1985); Ernest Becker, The Denial of
Death (Free, 1983); the writings of
*John Finch in various articles in
Christian Herald, Christianity
Today,
Insight, and Journal of the American
Scientific Affiliation and as recorded in
H. Newton
Malony, A Christian
Fxistential
Psycholom1:
The
Contributions of John C. Finch (University,
1980); *M. Scott Peck, The Road Less
Traveled (Simon & Schuster, 1978) and

Secular Classics
Other major works which deal with
"religious"
issues, but are not
necessarily written from a Christian
perspective include such classics as
Gordon Allport, The Individual and
/-/is J~e/igion (MacMillan, 1950), and
Becoming (Yale, 1955); Erich Fromm,
Psychoanalysis and Religion
(Yale,
1950); Carl Jung, Psychology and
Religion: West and East (Princeton,
1969),
Psychology
and
Western
Re/igion(Princeton,
1984),
and
Psychology and Religion (Yale, 1938);
Abraham Maslow, Religions, Values,
and Peak Experiences (Penguin, 1976);
and Rollo May, Freedom and Destiny
(Dell, 19133),The Meaning of Anxiety
(WSP, 1975), Psychology and the
1/uman Dilemma (Norton, 1980), and
Man's Search for Himself (Dell, 1973).

Journals
The best way to keep up with the
literature in the area of psychology of
religion is to become a regular reader
of such journals
as Journal
of
Psychology and Christianity (Christian
Associates for Psychological Studies),
Journal of Psychology and Theology
(Rosemead
Graduate
School
of
Psychology), journal of Religion and
/-lea/th, Journal of the American Scientific Affiliation,
and the Journal of
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Psychology and Judaism.
PASTORALCOUNSELING

A related area is that of pastoral
counseling. Many of the works mentioned here are of a practical nature.
They reflect the importance of a
Christian "psychology,"
not only in
the way we conceptualize problems,
but also in the way we treat clients.
When asked, "What
is Christian
therapy and how does it work?" John
Finch, founder of the Graduate School
of Psychology, Fuller
Theological
Seminary, responded:
Christian therapy might be defined
as an encounter. It is a confrontation of spirit with spirit with
Spirit. It is a spiritual encounter. In
this encounter the upward pull of
the spirit draws together mind and
body into a unified, integrated
whole. The important part of this
encounter is to remove sham by
reference to the demands of the
Spirit. The therapist is on the side
of the spirit in man, attempting to
excavate and probe through the
years of rationalized encrustrations; lovingly appealing to the individual's
carefully
concealed
sense of responsibility; fanning the
little spark of conscience back to
flame; uncluttering his conscience
and attempting to witness of the
Spirit to the spirit. The analytical
process is this attempt to unclutter,
to break down the cluttered up defense, to encourage the spirit to
emerge and be itself. Here is
where the therapist's courage imbues the patient's spirit with courage and restores it to being again.
This is where the Spirit, through
the spirit, helps the infirmities of
the spirit.

Clinical lnformatioin for Pastoral Counseling (Eerdman, 1974); *Gary Collins,
Christian Counseling (Word, 1980);
John Wynn, Family Therapy in Pastoral
Ministry (Harper & Row, 1982);
Howard Stone, Crisis Counseling (Fortress, 1976); *Paul Meier, Introduction
to Psychology and Counseling (Baker,
1982); John Roe, A Consumer's Guide
to Christian Counseling (Abingdon,
1982); John Patton, Pastoral Counseling: A Ministry of the Church
(Abingdon, 1983); *Thomas Oden,
Care of Souls in the Classic Tradition
(Fortress), and Pastoral Theology:
Essentials for Ministry (Harper & Row,
1983); *Don Browning, The Moral
Context of Pastoral Care (Westminster,
1983), and Religious Ethics and
Pastoral Care (Fortress, 1983).
Moral Development

The classic in this area is *Lawrence
Kohlberg, The Philosophy of Moral
Development (Harper & Row, 1981).
Additional works include Nathaniel
Lande and Afton Slade, Stages: Understanding /-low You Make Your Moral
Decisions (Harper & Row, 1979);
Brenda Munsey, Mora/ Development,
Moral
Education
and
Koh/berg
(Religious Ed, 1980); and several
thought-provoking books by *Jarnes
Fowler, including Becoming Adult,
Becoming Christian: Adult Development and Christian Faith (Harper &
Row, 1984), Stages of Faith (Harper &
Row, 1981), and Trajectories in Faith:
Five Life Stories (Abingdon, 1980).
Death and Dying

The writing with which most are
familar in this area is *Elisabeth KublerRoss, On Death and Dying (MacMillan, 1969). A few other helpful resources are Wayne Oates, Pastoral
Care and Counseling in Grief and
Conceptual Works
Separation (Fortress, 1976); * Doug
Manning, Don't Take My Grief Away
Books dealing with the history and (Harper & Row, 1984); Alla Bozarthpractice of pastoral counseling include Campbell, Life is Goodbye-Life is He/lo
the following: E. Brooks Holifield, A (CompCare, 1982); Harriet Schiff, The
History of Pastoral Care in America Bereaved Parent (Penguin, 1978); Pam
(Abingdon, 1984); Howard Clinebell, Vredevelt, Empty Arms: Emotional
Basic Types of Pastoral Counseling Support for Those Who /-lave Suffered
(Abingdon, 1966); *Lawrence Crabb, Miscarriage or Stillbirth (Multnomah,
Effective Biblical Counseling (Zonder- 1984); * Harold Bloem field, /-low to
van, 1977); *Clinton
Mclemore,
Survive the Loss of a Love (Bantam,
Clergyman's Psychological /-land book: 1977); and *Harold Kushner, When
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Bad Things Happen to Good People
(Avon, 1983).
Healing

Though some are controversial,
here are a few works in the area of
healing. Most have an emphasis on
emotional and spiritual healings, but
some also deal with physical healing.
A popular topic in recent years has
been "inner healing" as addressed in
works like Dennis & Matthew Linn,
Healing Life's Hurts: /-leafing Memories
Through the Five Stages of Forgiveness
(Paulist, 1978); and Ruth Carter
Stapleton, The Experience of Inner
/-leafing (Word, 1977). Also noteworthy are *Paul Tournier, The Healing of
Persons (Harper & Row, 1965);
*Morton
Kelsey,
/-leafing
and
Christianity (Harper & Row, 1973);
Stanley Krippner & Alberti Villoldo,
The Realms of /-leafing (Celestial Arts,
1976); and Dan Blazer, /-leafing the
Emotions (Broadman, 1979).
Emotions

A final topic in this area is human
emotions, i.e., how to deal with
feelings. A sampling of the wide array
of books on this topic includes *James
Dobson, Emotions: Can You Trust
Them (Regal, 1980); William Classer,
Positive Addiction (Harper & Row,
1976); Millard Soll, The Emotions of
Cod's People (Zondervan,
1978);
*Frank Minirth & Paul Meier, Happiness is a Choice (Baker, 1978); Gary
Collins, Calm Down (Vision, 1983),
and Spotlight on Stress (Vision, 1982);
*Archibald Hart, Feeling Free (Revell,
1984); * David Burns, Feeling Cood:
The New Mood Therap)1 (Signet,
1981); * Frederic Flach, The Secret
Strength of Depression (Lippincott,
1974); John Powell, Unconditional
Love (Argus, 1978); W. Leslie Carter,
Paul Meier, & Frank Minirth, Why Be
Lonely (Baker, 1982); *Alan McGinnis,
The Friendship Factor (Augsburg,
1979); Paul Tournier, The Gift of
Feeling (John Knox, 1979); Les Carter,
Good n Angry (Baker, 1983); *i'-Jeil
Warren,
Make
Anger
Your
Ally
(Doubleday,
1983);
Bruce
Narramore, You' re Someone Special
(Zondervan, 1980); * Paul Tournier,
Guilt and Crace (Harper & Row, 1962);
Bruce Narramore, No Condemnation

(Zondervan, 1984; *Bill Counts &
Bruce Narramore, Freedom from Guilt
(Harvest
House,
1974); *David
Augsburger, Freedom of Forgiveness
(Moody, 1970), and Caring Enough to
Confront (Regal, 1983); Thomas Oden,
Guilt Free (Abingdon, 1980).

(Bridge, 1973), John Powell, The Secret
of Staying in Love (Argus, 1974); Letha
& John Scanzoni, Men, Women, and
Change: A Sociology of Marriage and
Family (McGraw-Hill,
1976); Paul
Tournier, To Understand Each Other
(Knox, 1967); Paul & Paul, Do I /-lave
to Give Up Me to Be Loved By You

enrichment are *Nick Stinnett, Family
Strengths: Positive Models for Family
Life (Nebraska, 1980); *Carl Brecheen
& Paul Faulkner, What Every Family
Needs (Sweet, 1979); *Royce Money,
Building
Stronger Families
(Victor,

(CompCare, 1983); *George Bach &
Peter Wyden, The Intimate Enemy:
The last major area, marriage and /-low to Fight Fair in Love and Marriage
family literature, is one in which an (Morrow, 1969); * H. Norman Wright,
abundance of materials is available. Seasons of a Marriage (Regal, 1982);
Books written by both Christian and Lillian Rubin, Intimate Strangers (Harsecular authors are listed under the per & Row, 1984); *Jim and Sally
subheadings Marriage/Sexuality (en- Conway, Women in Mid-Life Crisis
compassing marital communications,
(Tyndale, 1971), and You & Your
premarital and marital counseling,
/-lusband in Middle
Crisis (Cook,
divorce, sex education and therapy,
1980).
and marriage enrichment) and Family
Helpful material on human sexuality
Relations (including family therapy,
is found in *Clifford & Joyce Penner,
family enrichment, family systems The Gift of Sex (Word, 1981); Mel
theory, parenting, stepfamilies, and White, Lust: The Other Side of Love
child/adolescent literature).
(Revell, 1978); *Lewis Smedes, Sex for
Christians (Eerdman's, 1976); Harold
Marriage/Sexuality
Ivan Smith, Single Life in a Double Bed
Recommended in the area of (Harvest, 1979); *John Burt & Linda
Brower Meeks, Education for Sexuality
marital enrichment are the following:
(Saunders, 1975; excellent illustrations
Herbert Otto, Marriage and Family
and
charts); Tim & Beverly LaHaye, The
Enrichment (Abingdon, 1976); *David
& Vera Mace, Marriage Enrichment in Act of Marriage (Zondervan, 1978);
*Ed Wheat, Intended for Pleasure
the Church (Broadman, 1976), Close
(Revell, 1977), and Love Life (ZonderCompanions (Continuum, 1982), and
van, 1980); *Bernie Zilbergeld, Male
Love and Anger in Marriage (ZonderSexuality
(Bantam,
1981); *Fred
van, 1982); and Lawrence Crabb, The
& Lin Richter, Understanding
Belliveau
Marriage Builder (Zondervan, 1982).
f-/uman Sexual Inadequacy (Bantam,
Good Books in the areas of pre1978); John Curtis & John Greene,
marital and marriage counseling in/-luman
Sexuality:
An
Annotated
clude: *H. Norman Wright, Premarital
(Pilgrimage,
1980);
Bibliography
(Moody,
1977), ComCounseling
* Joseph & Leslie LoPiccolo, f-landbook
munication:
Ke11 to Your Marriage
of Sex Therapy (Plenum, 1978).
(Regal, 1981), and Marital Counseling:
Thought-provoking works on diA Biblical, Behavioral, Cognitive Apvorce
include *Lewis Rambo, The
(Harper & Row,
1983);
proach
* Richard Stuart, /-le/ping Couples Divorcing Christian (Abingdon, 1983);
Change
(Guilford,
1980); Robert * Robert & Myrna Kysar, The A.sun&
William
Hiebert, dered (Knox, 1978); *Archibald Hart,
Stahmann
Premarital
Counseling
(Lexington, Children and Divorce (Word, 1982);
1980); *Thomas Paolino, Jr. & Barbara lsolina Ricci, Mom's /-louse, Dad's

Some good books on step-families
include *Emily & John Visher, /-low to
Win as a Step-Fami/11 (December,
1983); David & Bonnie Juroe, Successful Step-Parenting (Revell, 1983);
Clifford Sagor, Treating the Remarried
Family (Brunner/Maze!, 1983); Carolyn
Phillips, Our Family Cot a Step-Parent
(Regal, 1981).
A few other books worth mentioning
in the areas of parenting, self-esteem,
and child/adolescent problems are
Dorothy Biggs, Your Child's Self
Esteem (Doubleday, 1975); C. Keith
Olson, Counseling Teenagers (Group,
1984); John White, Parents in Pain (lnterVarsity, 1979); *Don Dinkmeyer &
Gary McKay, The Parents' f-landbook:

MARRIAGEAND FAMILY

McCrady,
Marriage
and Marital
Therap) 1 (Brunner/Maze!, 1978).
Other books related to the sociology
of
marriage,
sex
roles,
communication, and dealing with conflict
are Howard Clinebell, The Intimate
(Harper & Row, 1978);
Marriage
*James Dobson, What Wives Wish
Their Husbands Knew About Women
(Tyndale, 1975), and Straight Talk to
Men (Word, 1983); H. Page Williams,
Do Yourself a Favor: Love Your Wife

/-louse: Making Shared Custody Work
(Collier, 1980); *Jim Smoke, Crowing
Through
Divorce
(Harvest, 1976);
*Robert Weiss, Marital Separation
(Basic, 1975); *George Levinger &
Oliver Moles, Divorce and Separaion

1984).

Systematic Training for Effective Paren(American Guidance,
1982);
ting
Gerald Patterson, Families (Research,
1975), and Living with
Children

(Research, 1976);

*James

Dobson,

Preparing for Adolescence
(Vision,
1978), The Strong-Willed Child (Tyndale, 1983), Dare to Discipline (Bantam, 1977), and f-lide or Seek (Power,
1979); *Cynthia Rowland, The Monster Within:
Overcoming
Bulimia

(Baker,
Childhood

1984);
and

Peter

Homans,

Selfhood (Bucknell,
Elkind, The /-lurried

1978), * David
Chi/d(Addison-Wesley, 1984).
Finally, for those interested in more
in-depth study of family therapy, the
following secular writings represent a
wide range of the schools of thought in
this very popular field: *Salvadore
Minuchin,
Families
and
Family
Therapy (Harvard, 1974); *Augustus
Napier & Carl Whitaker, The Family
Crucible
(Harper & Row, 1978);
Family
Therap11:
*Philip
Guerin,
Theory and Practice (Gardner, 1966);
*Jay Haley, Changing Families (Grune
& Stratton, 1971) and Problem-Solving
Therapy (Harper & Row, 1978).

(Basic, 1979); and Keith & Andrea
Miller, The Single Experience (Word,
1981).

Journals

Family Relations

Some of the major journals in the
area of marriage and family are The

Recommended in the area of family

American

Journal of Family Therapy,
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Journal of Marit al and Famil y Therap y,

(American Association of M arriage and
Famiiy Therapi sts), The Famil y Coo rdin ator (The National Council on

(cont.

Family Relation s), M arria ge and Famil y
Review, journal of Famil y Issues, and
Famil y Process Jo urn al .
___________
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ministry in the church and in your travels and now your ministry with the
London Institut e, where ministers and c hur ch leaders from all over the
world come for study and dialogue, what do you see as the greatest signs
for confidence in the Church's abilit y to minister effective ly to this rapidly
changing wor ld with its very comp lex socia l and moral dilemma? What are
the greatest grounds for confidence that you have seen in the Church , not
on ly among the lay people in your ch urch, but among the leaders that you
come in contact with through your work here at the London Institute?
STOTT: I'm not sure that my greatest ground for confidence is in the
leaders of the moment; I think it is in the young peop le of the Church who
are the future leaders and will be the leaders in the next decade or two. It's
very diff icult to generalize about these things , and all genera lizat ions includ ing this one are misleading. But my impression in going around the
wor ld is that certa inl y the more thoughtful young evange licals are much
more co ncerned than my generat ion ever was to relate the bibl ical Gospel
to t he modern world. They are modern young men and women in the
sense in which I don't think I ever was . I think I lived in an evange lical
ghetto and was brought up after my conversion in an evangelical sub-cu lture
that unn aturally insulated me from the real quest ions of th e real wor ld .
Now, that goes on in many c hur c hes still today in d iffe rent de nom in ations;
they are equa lly insulated. But there seems to me to be a sign ifica ntly large
number of thoughtful, evange lical Chri stians who are determined to liv e in
t he modern wor ld as well as the bib lical wor ld and relate the one to the
ot her. That gives me great courage and conf idence. So wherever I go in the
wor ld , young peo le co me to me and are c riti cal of the preach ing they
receive because it is trivial . It tr ivia lizes the Gospel. Many evange lica ls
t rivia lize the Gospe l, and t he yo unger Christians are long ing for a mini stry
that wi ll he lp them to relate the Scriptur e in which they ard entl y be lieve to
the modern wo rld in whic h t hey live.
---------------------------~

Thank you for your recent issue on
"Transcending Nuclear Fear" Ouly
1985). I believe the nuclear age has
affected
the world
profoundly,
evidenced by the fact that this topic is
usually avoided. Global annihilation is
now a possibility and many look
earnestly and usually hopelessly for a
tower of Babel. We are affected

MISSION

sociologically and psychologically.
I am thankful MISSION JOURNAL
courageously addressed the issue, not
only by raising it, but also by helping
readers to understand and to respond.
While discussion about the nuclear
problem is popular, I am not aware of
very much theological reflection about
it. Hopefully, the fine articles will be a
springboard for further thought, reflection, and writing. May God grant us
wisdom as we deal with this complex
and vital issue.
David B. Reynolds
Manchester, New Hampshire
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